2008 kia sedona

MSRP excludes destination and handling charges, taxes, title, license, options and dealer
charges. Actual prices set by dealer and may vary. Not responsible for typographical and
computer errors. Some color, package, and option selections may include, exclude, or require
the purchase of additional options and packages. All exterior and interior images and
specifications contained on this website are based on latest product information available at the
time of posting and may vary slightly from actual product. See retailer for details. Sedona offers
the benefits of the ultimate passenger vehicle: a spacious cockpit, a flexible interior with easy
third row access, slide-n stow seats, available seating for eight, and loads of amenities and
style. Full of flexibility. For touch-free automatic opening, stand behind your Sedona. Easily fold
the second row upright while the third row conveniently stows under the floor, for ample space
without removing any seats. The available tri-zone automatic climate control features driver,
front-passenger, and rear zone temperature settings. Available heated and ventilated front seats
offer three heating levels to warm you up and three fan settings to cool you down. Available
inch machine-finish alloy wheels provide an aggressive stance and striking first impression.
Continue to receive your compatible smartphone services through the color display. A bright
7-inch color touch-screen makes it easy to use an upgraded voice-activated infotainment and
telematics system. The nerve center of the vehicle is the available voice-command navigation.
Global Labels. Not all optional features available on all trims. Some features may vary. Standard
on SX. FCA may not detect every object in front of the vehicle. Always drive safely and use
caution. Standard 8-Passenger Seating Configuration. Available Auto Emergency Braking
Technology. Build yours. Smart features for smooth sailing. Sedona Above and beyond for your
family. Learn More. View All Reviews Here. Anti-Pinch Sliding Doors. Seating Options. Cooling
Glove Box. Tri-Zone Climate Control. Heated and Ventilated Front Seats. Stain-Resistant Fabric.
The sleek, powerful design of Sedona breaks convention and commands attention. Black Mesh
Grille. Dark Metallic Mesh Grille. Power-Folding Outside Mirrors. Heated Outside Mirrors.
Body-Color Exterior Door Handles. Chrome Exterior Door Handles. Smart Welcome. Power
Sunroof. Solar Control Glass, Front Windshield. Sound-Absorbing Windshield Glass. Rear
Privacy Glass. Dual Power Sliding Rear Doors. Smart Sliding Rear Doors. Variable Intermittent
Windshield Wipers. Projector Beam Headlights. Auto Light Control. LED Positioning Lights.
Projector Beam Front Fog Lights. LED Rear Taillights. Roof Rails. Rear Spoiler. Locking
Fuel-Filler Door. Tire Size. Voice Recognition. Rapid-Charge USB 2. Wireless Phone Charger.
Rear-Camera Display. Trip Computer. Active Eco System. Tilt and Telescopic Steering Column.
Power Door Locks. Remote Keyless Entry. Air Conditioning. Dual Glove Boxes. Sunglasses
Holder. Conversation Mirror. Dual Illuminated Visor Vanity Mirrors. Integrated 2nd and 3rd-Row
Window Sunshades. Leather Seat Trim. Front-Passenger Chauffeur Seat Switch. Heated Front
Seats. Ventilated Front Seats. Leather-Wrapped Gearshift Knob. Leather-Wrapped Steering
Wheel. Heated Steering Wheel. Metal-Style Door Trim. Carpeted Floor Mats. Height: without
Roof Rails. Ground Clearance. Fully Optioned. Engine Type. Engine Displacement. Engine Valve
Train. Engine Compression Ratio. Engine Fuel Delivery System. Transmission Type. Fuel Tank
Capacity. Body Type. Steel Unibody. Steering Type. Hydraulic Power Steering. Front
Suspension Type. Rear Suspension Type. Independent, Multi-link, Struts and Coil Springs.
Vehicle Turning Circle Curb-to-Curb. Towing Capacity. Braking System. Front Ventilated Brake
Disc Diameter. Rear Solid Brake Disc Diameter. Dual Front Advanced Airbags. Full-Length Side
Curtain Airbags. Rollover Mitigation ROM. Front Seat-Belt Pretensioners. Side-Impact Door
Beams. Front and Rear Crumple Zones. Rear Child-Safety Door Locks. The power operated,
side-view mirrors feature the sleek integration of LED turn-signal indicators. To handle tight
parking situations, the power-folding outside mirrors conveniently fold in. Heating elements in
the glass help keep frost off the mirrors to improve visibility. The body-color exterior door
handles preserve the smooth, clean lines of your Sedona. These chrome exterior door handles
add a touch of elegance to Sedona's exterior. Included in the optional EX Premium Package. On
models equipped with Power-Folding Outside Mirrors, the outside mirrors automatically unfold
to prepare for departure. Solar Control Glass reduces interior heat buildup on sunny
daysâ€”helping to keep you cool. Glass on the windshield and front-door windows reduces
interior heat buildup so that you can keep your cool. A thin film fixed between layers of glass
helps the windshield to reduce wind noise penetration at higher speeds. Rear privacy glass
reduces heat buildup and offers some privacy for the rear-seat and cargo areas. Heating
elements help defrost or melt snow from the rear window. There's also a convenient automated
shut-off system to prevent overheating. Left and right sliding doors can be opened and closed
with the push of a button. Control them from inside or remotely with the Smart Keyâ€”allowing
for easy, effortless entry and exit. With the Smart Key in your pocket, you can open the power
sliding doors with a conveniently located button on the door handle. Stand behind the Sedona
with your Smart Key and the liftgate opens automatically for you. Customize your liftgate height

to fit your ceilings, reach, and other comfort needs. Front intermittent windshield wipers are
convenient on rainy days. Projector Beam Headlights offer enhanced illumination, enabling you
to better detect obstacles and the road ahead. High Beam Assist HBA can detect approaching
vehicles and will automatically dim your headlights from high to low beam. Please be aware of
your surroundings and exercise proper road etiquette when operating a vehicle using the high
beams. The Auto Light Control offers the convenience of having the headlights adjust to the
level of outdoor light. Shimmering LEDs add a new level of elegance to the Sedona. Projector
Beam Fog Lights are integrated into the lower front fascia for a sleek, distinctive look. Durable,
energy-efficient LED fog lights add another level of style and functionality with brilliant
illumination and striking color. The LED rear taillights add a stylish touch while providing
enhanced visibility. The available silver roof rails offer a variety of options for mounting
accessories. Complementing the Sedona's sporty look, the body-color rear spoiler is high style.
The electric remote locking fuel-filler door helps secure closure. Silver finish inch alloy wheels
add a distinct look to the Sedona EX. The Sedona SX features bright, inch machine finish alloy
wheels for standout style. Normal cellular service rates will apply. Only use UVO eServices
when safe to do so. Kia Motors America, Inc. Message and data rates may apply. Cellular and
GPS coverage is required to use most features. UVO eServices features may vary by model,
model year, and trim level. Features and specifications are subject to change. Google and logos
are trademarks of Google, Inc. App Store is a service mark of Apple, Inc. If you decide to
continue service after your trial, the subscription plan you choose will automatically renew
thereafter and you will be charged according to your chosen payment method at then-current
rates. Fees and taxes apply. All fees and programming are subject to change. Traffic
information not available in all markets. Caution: Do not enter information into the navigation
system while the vehicle is moving. Failure to pay attention to travel conditions and vehicle
operation while the vehicle is in motion could result in loss of vehicle control. Operate the
system only when it is safe to do so. Data plan rates apply. A built-in DVD player and device
mirroring to stream your favorite shows with your compatible smartphone or tablet, is the
perfect way to keep rear passengers happy. Dash-mounted tweeters offer crisp clarity,
completing the Sedona's high-performing audio system. These intuitively mounted controls
allow you to maintain your focus on the road and keep both hands on the wheel. Drivers should
remain attentive to driving and always exercise caution when using the steering wheel-mounted
controls while driving. Simply activate with a long press of the voice-recognition button on the
steering wheel. Control your UVO connectivity system with your voice. Please check with
dealer. Cable sold separately. Stay powered up. Two powerful 2. An additional port is available
for the 3rd-row passengers. Charge a compatible smartphone wirelessly, just by placing it on
the front console tray. No cords or wires needed. Refer to the vehicle's Owner's Manual for
warnings and instructions. Two outlets at the front and one in the cargo area put portable power
in reach, wherever you need it. A V power inverter outlet provides even more convenience to the
drive. Located at the rear of the center console. The Sedona offers a second V Power Inverter
outlet in the cargo area behind the 3rd-row seats. Put the transmission into reverse and the
Rear-Camera Display will show a live image of what's behind your vehicle. For added
convenience, a vehicle footprint that shows bumper width is superimposed in the display. The
Rear-Camera Display is not a substitute for proper and safe backing-up procedures. Always
drive safely and use caution when backing up. The Rear-Camera Display may not display every
object behind the vehicle. Improved contrast in low light conditions and vibrant color mean
even brighter and sharper images than a comparable Liquid-Crystal Display LCD. The trip
computer displays your fuel efficiency, remaining fuel range, and other helpful information. The
Active Eco System proactively controls parts of the engine, transmission, and air conditioning
to realize optimal fuel economy. To suit your driving mood, Drive Mode Select DMS adjusts shift
points and steering feel for a customizable driving experience. To ensure proper positioning
and optimal driver comfort, the tilt and telescopic steering column offers near-infinite
adjustment for any driver. Standard power-operated front and 2nd-row windows include
one-touch auto-up and auto-down for the driver. For ultimate convenience, 1st and 2nd row
passenger windows feature one-touch auto-up and auto-down. Power door locks come
standard on the Sedona. Remote keyless entry offers the convenience of opening and locking
your Sedona with the press of a button on the key fob. The key also folds into itself for an
easier, more comfortable fit in your pocket or purse. Even with the available Smart Key tucked
in your purse or pocket, you can start or stop your Sedona at the push of a buttonâ€”or lock
and unlock doors from the outside. Also incorporated is a vehicle immobilizer, which prevents
the vehicle from starting without the Smart Key. Sedona's air conditioning offers the
convenience of separate controls for the front and rear passenger areas. The Tri-zone
Automatic Climate Control System offers individualized temperature for the driver, front

passenger, and rear-seat passengers. The cluster ionizer helps to clean the cabin air and keep
the interior smelling fresh. Production model may vary. Separate, upper and lower glove boxes
give you more efficient storage. The lower glove box provides the unexpected convenience of
keeping items chilledâ€”a handy feature on a warm day. The Sedona's center console offers
both the comfort of a padded armrest and the convenience of added storage for your
belongings. A removable sliding upper tray allows storage for larger items like a purse. For
even more convenience, the console includes a power outlet at the bottom of the storage space.
Plus, there is an available V inverter. Twelve cup holders placed throughout Sedona allow
everyone to enjoy a beverage easily within reach. In addition to the 8 cup holders, front and rear
doors offer four convenient locations for bottled drinks. The Interior Rearview Mirror offers two
modes, one for daytime and one for nighttime driving. The Auto-Dimming Rearview Mirror
reduces glare automatically. The Interior Lighting with Delay feature illuminates the interior
upon entry and exit. Once the door is closed, the lamps gradually dim. The sunglasses holder
allows you to conveniently stow your glasses in the center console when not in use. The
integrated conversation mirror lets you monitor activity in the rear seats without having to turn
around. Both you and your front-seat passenger will enjoy the benefit of having your own visor
vanity mirror with illumination. All rear-seat passengers will enjoy protection from the sun with
the available sunshades. The smile comes when you need a mini moving van, a really good
people mover and a comfortable pleasant ride. I have owned several makes of this strange
creature and the Kia wins hands down. I purchased this van used and got a great deal. I needed
it as I was moving across country with a child and 2 dogs. It Drove wonderfully and everyone
was comfortable. The van is now 10 years old and I have had it for 4 of those years. It starts
everyday and I have not had to put hardly anything into this van. It is as good as a Toyota
Sienna had one previously at a much lower cost. Best descison I ever made. Best seats and
ride. I can drive miles and my back doesn't hurt. I am 82 years old! The controls are very
convenient. All in all this is the best vehicle I have ever owned and I have had many. Minnesota
owner. In we purchased a Sedona with 65, miles to replace a 92 Plmouth Voyager that had ,
miles. The Sedona handled much better and had lots of power compared to the Plymouth. Our
Sedona had non-power cloth seats; my back would hurt after about an hour and my wife
complained about her legs hurting. We sold the Sedona after owning for three months. First
time I've had a vehicle for such a short period of time. The doors would easily freeze shut in the
cold, and the interior trim just didn't look like it was gong to hold up as well as the Plymouth
did. The engine and acceleration on this van are great! We have , miles and have had NO engine
problems. We've changed the battery, but that's about it. I'm very satisfied with the overall
quality of all the parts that matter- engine, etc. But, the inside of the car feels a little cheap. It
feels "plastic-y". But, we bought this car for overall value so we're very happy with a peppy,
great motor and drive, and don't really care about the feel of the inside controls. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. More about the Sedona. View Photos. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star.
Cons sound system road noise electrical system off-roading. How can a minivan make you
smile? Performance Comfort Reliability Value. Best van I have ever owned. Items per page:.
Write a review See all Sedonas for sale. Sponsored cars related to the Sedona. Sign Up. Make
Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details.
LX trim. Superb Condition. Consumer Guide Recommended Minivan. Here, you'll enjoy working
with the same person from start to finish, no mystery manager, no getting passed around, no
pressure. By working with one person, you'll enjoy how easy and transparent everything is!
We're worth the drive for a refreshing way to purchase a vehicle! Horsepower calculations
based on trim engine configuration. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by
calling us prior to purchase. This sharp looking vehicle has Olive Gray paint with Gray interior.
Make short drive to Ripley MS and save big on your next vehicle purchase! These vehicles have
not been checked out or serviced at our facility. They are in the same condition just as they
were traded in or sold to us. Most of our As-Is Cash Only vehicles are in good overall condition
but because of age and mileage may have some mechanical or cosmetic issues such as
warning lights, body damage, drivetrain issues, etc. Don't miss out, our As-Is Cash Only
vehicles sell quickly! A free Carfax History Report is provided on every vehicle we stock. Closed
Sunday. Closed Monday. Odometer is miles below market average! Disclaimer Tax, title, license,
and service fees extra Due to constantly changing market conditions our published live market
prices are valid for 24 hours. Russ Darrow pre-owned vehicles come standard with one key. If
we received more than one key from the previous owner, we include them. Additional keys, as
well as dealer-installed accessories, may be purchased at the time of sale. Take the stress out
of getting a good deal on your next car. See our lowest price upfront No hassle-No haggle
pricing Commission-free sales team 7-day return policy Hundreds of 5 star Google reviews.

Here at Big City Cars we offer you an experience that can't be duplicated anywhere else. Dealer
Raters highest rated independent dealership 3 years in a row. Thank you to all of our customers
who make this possible for us. Our loyalty to you is returned in our value pricing. We know
times are tough now and we are offering a shopping experience tailored to each individual
customer. Wholesale to the Public' offers consumers the ability to purchase a vehicle at
pre-auction pricing. All vehicles sold as 'Wholesale to the Public' are sold AS-IS; meaning there
is no expressed or implied warranty toward the condition of the vehicle. The cost for any and all
repairs on AS-IS vehicles falls to the responsibility of the purchaser of the vehicle. When you do
business with Todd Wenzel, we want you to have a premium experience; that is why we offer
the Todd Wenzel Platinum Rewards Program to our customers. You can expect to receive VIP
service like free multi-point inspections and on-demand courtesy vehicles at no charge. It's that
simple. Learn more at toddwenzelplatinum. It is equipped with a 5 Speed Automatic
transmission. The vehicle is Blue with a Gray interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. EX trim. We are the nations largest Subaru Certified Pre-Owned dealership, contact us
to find out why. Customer satisfaction is our number one goal. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for
sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and
Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Gas Drivetrain
Front Wheel Drive Cylinders 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Listings with
recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Price Drop. New Listing. Not
provided. Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Overall Consumer Rating. How can a
minivan make you smile? The smile comes when you need a mini moving van, a really good
people mover and a comfortable pleasant ride. I have owned several makes of this strange
creature and the Kia wins hands down. Sign Up. The only minivan to earn the Insurance
Institute's "Top Safety Pick," the Kia Sedona continues to impress families looking for an
affordable yet safe people mover for their most precious cargo. It consistently earns five stars
in front and side impact tests. The front-wheel drive minivan is pretty much unchanged this
year, except for a few nips and tucks. These include new tires, black exterior trim, a new MP3
input jack, and the removal of the second-row coat hooks. There are three trims for the Sedona.
As such, cargo capacity in the Base expands from 12 to cubic feet, while the longer trims hold
up to cubic feet. All trims feature three rows of seats for seven passengers. Both second and
third rows can be removed, and the third row split-folds and reclines. Only in the LX and EX
does the third row also fold flat into the floor. Captain's chairs are standard in the second row of
the EX. The same 3. Six airbags dual front-side, and side curtain airbags for all three rows ,
traction and stability control, four-wheel ABS brakes, and a tire monitor help explain the high
safety marks for the Sedona. Moving up to the EX adds foglights and automatic headlights.
Family oriented on the inside, the Sedona features plenty of storage units, a fold-down tray,
tri-zone climate control, and cupholders for all three rows. All start with a full array of power
features, cruise control, and a CD player, with the EX adding power seats and leather trim.
Power sliding doors are an option only on the LX and EX. Optional packages tack on power
pedals, leather upholstery, and a sunroof. A terrific warranty, low cost of ownership, good
interior layout, and decent legroom front and back are appealing to families. Complaints focus
on a somewhat sluggish V6, a cramped third row, and heavy second-row seats that are difficult
to remove. Sambhi Happy to drive Kia sedona. Sambhi Next time I will buy through Car Guru.
Each ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Got a new
battery for kia sedona lx and the juice always go out after been idle for like 3 days. I make sure
all doors are well closed,the alternator is been checked , the battery terminals ar How long
should I wait to get my Kia Sedona oil changed. I have a Kia Sedona over 60 mph there a
banging noise in right rear under 60 no noise. My Sedona will not start All I hear is some
clicking when I turn the key. The battery is excellent and connection was good. What could be
the problem. Average user score. Based on 8 reviews. Great Minivan by Dawny6. Kia Carnival
by Steven. It's A Minivan! Updated Feb 7, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Kia Sedona?
Report Sambhi Happy to drive Kia sedona. Have you driven a Kia Sedona? Rank This Car. Cars
compared to Kia Sedona. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite.
Kia Sedona Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years.
Used Cars for Sale. Compare Kia Sedona to Related Models. Select Year A majority of all used
US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car

dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
whirlpool ultimate care ii washing machine parts diagram
linksys se1500 manual
2008 jeep liberty service manual
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

